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We Are Not The Good Guys

ZeroHedge sponsored a discussion on Ukraine between Senator Ron Johnson (Wis-
consin), and ex-Congressman, Joe Walsh. For anyone fortunate enough to have tuned 
into "Judging Freedom", Judge Andrew Napolitano, where many guests have a global 
overview, this discussion points to congressional ineptness, and is cause for concern.

On Ukraine, Johnson is a reasonable voice in the Senate, but here, he's a somewhat 
tolerated, token naysayer at a warmonger's dinner, invited along to rock the boat—but 
not too much. Walsh, while professing to not be a neocon, is a sickly sweet, US foreign 
policy spokesman. If one wants nuclear war, all one needs is to lend support to Walsh.

For Walsh, everything to do with Russia is referred to as Putin? Putin, in Russia is 
seen as moderate. Putin is attacked by Walsh with similar invectives thrown at the 'un-
vaccinated'—during the height of covid hysteria. Putin is a  thug, evil, war criminal, a 
bully, a dictator who only responds to strength. The US and NATO are the good guys—
Russia is evil. Russia commits genocide in Ukrainian. In Gaza, Israel and US do not.

Not enough differentiates Johnson/Walsh, except Walsh applies genocide to Putin/
Hamas—but not Ukraine that he sees as 'burgeoning democracy', or US/NATO/Israel.    

Walsh insists on no peace talks until we bring Putin 'to his knees' (sorry, that train 
has left the station). Johnson supports peace talks, negotiated settlement, now. Both 
men see Ukraine as a bloody stalemate. Actually Ukraine is the site of a massacre.  

Whether one supports Johnson's view that we send along another $61 billion, but 
only after our Southern border is secure, or Walsh's view: no negotiations until we have  
chastised Putin with military might, both proposals make it worse—the latter more-so. 

To view Russia's actions as genocide rests on condemning the invasion. Anyone fol-
lowing the hostilities sees Ukrainian strategy as that of 'out of control—wild animal'. 
Ukrainians slaughter civilians—Russians do not. Zelensky has 'kill lists' for reporters 
who challenge his narrative. The time for going along with lies is over. Call the 'apolo-
gists' out. This doesn't include Senator Johnson, but he needs to step up to reality.  

The Ukraine narrative parallels more 'coordinated effort' to take control of the narra-
tive/populace. If we don't step-up, 'coordination' will 'rain-down' upon us. It's already 
well-advanced in the EU with legislative efforts to mandate digital wallets and product 
wallets, which will list country of origin/CO2, to adjust CBCD social scores and curren-
cy balance. In terms of liberty, the EU is not advanced, but depraved by digital control.



How stupid does one have to be to not see that the idiots who run our nation are not 
'the good guys'? Any rational/factual discussion of what led up to Russia's invasion of 
Ukraine finds the West to be the perpetrator. If Putin has a major fault, it lies in his 
naivety that the West would 'come to reason' and quit threatening/ostracizing Russia.

"We are the good guys", but only if good guys 'lie at will' to take advantage across 
the world. If 'good guys' conduct 'color revolutions/regime change' across the globe. 
'Good guys' care about liberty and free speech. The US is, in no way, the 'good guys'.

We promised Russia that NATO would not expand Eastward. But it's okay NATO ex-
panded because we're the 'good guys'. But unless 'evil Putin' intends to reconstruct the 
Soviet Union (and there is not evidence for that—none), then the only thing he can be 
charged with is the Ukrainian invasion, which was the result of a US/EU/NATO mission.  

Sen. Johnson pussy-foots around Russian (Putin's), security concerns needing con-
sidered—which never happened. Instead, the US rationalizes NATO intrusion into 
Russian security zones, with ah explanation it is responding to 'our national interests'. 
Really? Which national interest involves 12 US/Ukraine, CIA stations along Russia's 
borders and a host of bio-labs? When did Americans become such god-damned fools?

As if what is going on in Ukraine and Palestine were not bad enough, what is going 
on with 'illegal migrants' is more the immediate threat for Americans. Assuming there 
are some 27 million 'illegal migrants' in our country, and our only hope for stopping 
them coming is a Trump re-election, it saddens and concerns me to hear savants such 
as Mearsheimer/JPowell profess that in the long run 'illegals' benefit the US economy.

How can it be good for the economy if, as a result, it destroys the nation? Assuming 
most of 27 million are looking for a better economic/political life, that still leaves the odd 
millions who are here for a more nefarious purpose. And Biden sits there, with what 
was a low IQ score, now greatly diminished, overseeing the destruction of the republic.

Whatever compassion one has for migrants, know that the infestation makes the US 
unsafe, and supports a 'Great Replacement' WEF intention, to get rid of 'white privi-
lege', by making the population —'other than white'. Replaced with whom? Those who 
are used of dictatorial government and will abide by 'left mandates'—no matter what.

Trump missed his 1st chance when he had a republican House and Senate, but dur-
ing his last year in office, had the number of 'illegals' down to about 1000 a day. Now, 
with Biden, we see months of 1/3rd of a million. US borders simply no longer exist. 

Driving back from Texas, it was a bad joke to go through border checks, 100 miles 
north of the border, know 'illegals' were swarming into the US just 2 hours to the south.

I talked with a few BP agents at truck stops.  One told me he had 11 months to re-
tirement—and that day could not come quickly enough. Approaching suspect vehicles 
was dangerous, and when he came in for food, he stayed vigilant while he waited.

Under Joe Biden there are no borders—and that's the way he wants it. From my 
vantage the man is guilty of constitutional treason—and is a traitor. Every week it gets 
worse. Those waiting for amnesty can now work here for up to 5 years, 100s of 1000s 
have been flown into the US, unbeknownst to you and me. Allegedly, 330 migrants (on 
terrorist watch lists), have been released into the public. This is utter, sheer madness.

In Europe, a large percentage of migrants come from cultures that do not want to 
assimilate into any culture but their own.  For the US, this will result in lawless chaos. 

The US is neither 'the good guys, globally, nor domestically. They are out to get us.     
Get my articles by email with a request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. And, thank you.  


